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As Promised Part 2 – this time we will continue with some
different recipes and some alternate cooking procedures. To
start with we will add to some various foods cooking with the
manifold positions from the previous article.
Jumbo BurgerManifold Foods:
Seafood
Beef
Jambalaya
Meat Loaf
Vegetables
Irish Stew
Mixed Veggies
Garlic Mushrooms & Beef
Baked Yams
Loco Beef Pot Roast
Baked Potatoes
Chicken
Mixed Meals
Chicken & Mushrooms
Twice baked stuffed
w/veggies
potatoes
Chicken Snackers
Rice & mixed veggies
Cornish Game Hen
Deserts
Chicken w/Mushrooms &
Baked Apples
Asparagus
Apple Pie
Pork
Ham w/Pineapple

Grilled Foods:
Beef
Hamburger, w/ Peppers
Steak w/ Asparagus,
onions, potatoes
Pork
Bacon
Ham
Sausage
Pork chops
Pork steak
Pork mini ribs
Breakfast Side Dishes
Hash browns
French Toast
Eggs toast/ham

Seafood
Shrimp and spuds
Tilapia and Rice
Chicken
Grilled Chicken breast
Chicken Patties
Vegetables
Grilled Onions
Grilled Pepper
Grilled Zucchini

Grilled Mushrooms

Monster Burger
How about a BIG Burger???
This was made at home and
taken to work with me (used a
large skillet and 3 pounds of
hamburger) I used a second
skillet to flip the burger over
so it would not break up

Frechette bread used for the bun

That is a regular Kitchen knife across the Burger. It took 2 of us to
eat it.

Meat Loaf

How about a Meat Loaf?

Wrapped in tin foil, to allow
it to cook in the motor.
Leaving it on for as long as I
had planed may have melted the
plastic containers. Placed on
a GE at Ravenna, took it off
at Seneca.
Takes about 3 – 4 hours at
heavy load (2 units 3 hours, 3
units 4 hours)

The pans are small
disposable bread pans with
about ½ pounds of
hamburger packed into
them.

You need to drain the meat
periodically.

Add Barbecue Sauce and let
it soak into the meat.

Add some Vegetables to
make a nice meal.

Irish stew
Irish Potato with Stew meat &
mushrooms, don’t forget to add your
spices so the flavor cooks into the
meal.

Placed on SD70MAC (9400) I let it cook for 4 Hours (3 units online)
Sorry no pictures of finished meal, batteries went dead in camera.
Ravenna to Hyannis – we did not stop so it was very well done.

Similar Meal
Similar items but the potatoes
were fresh not canned

This meal was put on at Ravenna taken off at Dunning, it cooked for 2 1/2
hours Heavy load (2 units) on a freight train with an SD70Mac.

Beef & Garlic Mushrooms

Garlic, Mushrooms and Stew meat.

This time I used button mushrooms,
1 cluster of Garlic and 1 pound of
stew meat and then added
seasoning.

Put on at Ravenna taken off at Seneca, 3 hours at 8 throttle with 3 units
placed on a 6000 GE

Engineer was on a No Starch diet so I did not make any potatoes or rice to go
with the Meat & Mushrooms.

Locomotive Beef Pot roast.

Ingredients

Cut up the potatoes (this way they are on the bottom so they cook
faster)

Next cut your steak up into finger sized strips

I made up 2 sets of meals – put the steak fingers in on top of the
potatoes

Add Carrots

Add the mushrooms and seasoning (did not have room for the corn in the
bag) you do not have to add water it will create its own juices.

Meal after it has been on the locomotive for about 4 hours (this
takes a little longer account of the amount of food to cook) I put it
on at Ravenna took it off at Hyannis – we had 3 Units online. It
does not hurt to check it each time you stop.

Notice the potatoes are well done, almost over done should have
come off around Seneca (we didn’t stop until Hyannis).

Chicken & Mushrooms

Chicken and Mushrooms (don’t forget to season). I left these in the
“breast” cut instead of cubing them. I put the bags on at Alliance
and took them off at Mullen with SD70Mac for the lead engine.
(Cooked on the slope of the water jacket)

Cooked in butter with a steamer bag (Ziploc brand)
That is why the coloration of the juices in the bag.

Mixed Veggies in a steamer bag to go with the Chicken

I then split the meal between the Engineer and myself this was his portion of
the chicken and Veggies

My portion of the meal

The chicken was tender enough to cut with a fork, so if you cook it long
enough you don’t need a knife.

Chicken Snackers

Chicken was bagged and cooked on the water jacket 2-3 hours and I then cut
it up to fit Dinner rolls.

If you would like to Butter or use miracle whip for your bread add cheese
and it makes a nice snack.

Main Course Game Hen

Frozen Cornish Game Hen

Thaw the Game Hen s first so you can make sure the Giblets are cleaned out.
(I had one that wasn’t quite cleaned out and it made it taste different)
after the hen is cleaned and thawed I cut up an apple to stuff the hen with.

1 Apple is enough for 2 hens it is up to you if you want to peel the skins off
the apple (I did not)

Add Seasoning (keep in mind the hen will generate its own juices as
it is cooked but the skin will act as a barrier to keep the seasoning
from the meat) so you might peel some of the skin back and put
your seasoning under the skin.

I used the Jerky bags for this photo but I like the steamer
bags better account they have vents built into them so the
bags do not pop a seal.

Add rice and some vegetables to make a nice meal

Here is another Serving with the seasoning under the skin
both were cooked from Ravenna to Seneca with 3 units online
the first one on an SD70Mac and the second one on a GE.

Chicken Breast with Mushrooms and Asparagus, all were
cooked in separate bags the veggies cooked in butter. From
Ravenna to Anselmo on a GE (6100)

Pork Dishes

Ham (sliced) & Pineapple
(sliced)

Place the ham in a
container or bag.

Add the Pineapple and
most of the juice from
the can.

The Ham absorbs a lot
of the pineapple
juice, this one was
placed on a GE (5800)
cooked for 3 hours
Ravenna to Seneca (we
had 3 units) the juice
kept it from over
cooking and burning
the bottom of the
container.

Pork Mini Ribs (frozen)
Frozen (Tyson Pork Mini Ribs)
I got these at Wal-mart. They
were on sale there are about 910 pieces in the bag. I placed
½ of the bag back to cook in a
steamer bag and the rest I
grilled (see grilled section).

These are pre-seasoned with
Barbeque sauce so extra
seasoning is not required. They
are also in a secondary bag on
the inside I believe you could
heat them up in the same bag.

These came out nice and HOT and very moist. Cooked from
Alliance to Dunning with 3 units (makes a nice changeup).

Shrimp Jambalaya

1 bag of cooked shrimp placed in a steamer bag.

Add butter place on water jacket, in a soup dish place 1 can of
chicken noodle soup and a can of drained mushrooms and place it
also on the water jacket or on oil tank. Make a batch of rice also.

Mix together and season (use tail off shrimp easier to eat).
Cooked from Ravenna to Dunning

Vegetables in Steamer Bags

There are a lot of different vegetables that come in a
steamer type bag. 1-2 hours medium to heavy load.

These vary in price and amounts even the size of the
bag can make a slight difference for cooking time.

Mixed meat and Veggie meal

The steak and Chicken was precooked – (this was cooked on
the way to Ravenna) but you can Grill or microwave.

Steak and Chicken cut up into cubes.

Meat split between 2 containers

Add mushrooms and frozen veggies spilt (Carrots and
Broccoli) season to taste.

Add Cheese and heat for 2-3 hours at medium to heavy load
Ravenna to Anselmo or Anselmo to Hyannis

Steamer Bag Rice

Cooked rice still in steamer bag
Rice (boil in bag style) the box I got
had 6 bags – 1 bag is enough for 2
people if served with mixed veggies
or a meat dish.

Inner bag of rice

I use a steamer bag and 1 ½
bottles of water there are
vents near the top of the bag
so it has to be set upright or
it will leak. Cooked for 3-4
hours, medium to heavy
load. (Ravenna to Seneca)

Rice Seasoned and mixed
veggies.

Always clean the mushrooms they are NOT cleaned when
packaged (they are grown in manure and peat moss– please
Wash them).

Baby Portabella Mushrooms, you can cook these either with
butter or without (I like mine best with butter).
Let them cook for about 2 hours (it don’t hurt if they are left
on longer) Ravenna to Anselmo, Anselmo to Hyannis, Seneca
to Lakeside, medium load.

Baked Yams

Add butter and brown
sugar if you have some. I
did not have any brown
sugar or marshmallows ☺.

Peel the yams

Cook for 3-4 hours at heavy
load (Ravenna to Hyannis).
This is a nice change from
regular potatoes.
Cut up the yam into chunks
about bite sized.

Baked seasoned Potatoes

Baked (new) Potatoes cooked for 3-4 hours on oil tank
seasoned to taste. These do not create their own moisture so
if placed where it will be very hot it will scorch the dish and
burn the bottom of the dish (you might put butter or water in
the dish to kind of steam them).

Twice Baked Stuffed Potatoes

Twice baked Stuffed Potatoes
– microwave to cook them for
the 1st time depending on
size as to how long to cook
them.

Add frozen chopped broccoli.

Add butter and seasoning.
Split the potatoes and dice
them up a little to allow the
butter to penetrate.

Add cubed chicken & beef
or pork

Add Cheese place on water
tank for 2-3 hours until
cheese is melted, makes a
complete meal.

Deserts!

Baked Apples with
Cinnamon

When placed in the
steamer bag, cooked for
1-2 hours (Ravenna to
Anselmo) if you want them
crunchy, if you want them
to be mushy leave them on
for a longer time.

Slice the apples (2 apples
will fill the steamer bag)

Add cinnamon does not take
much, you do not need to add
sugar there is enough natural
sweetener in the cooked
apples.

Would you like a hot
apple pie with that???
Mini Pies from Wal-mart,
leave in the box and
place on water tank for
2-3 hours, makes a nice
snack.

MINI GRILL Options

Now we will cook some foods in the cab with a small grill.
Keep in mind this gets HOT use caution when cooking.

(If you use an extra plate and cover it with a trash bag then
lay paper towels over the trash bag to keep it from melting it
makes it a lot easier to cleanup under the grill this keeps the
grease runoff from going all over the desk from slack action
and extra moisture from the various foods)
You need to use some kind of cooking spray or oil on the grill
so foods don’t stick to it. (I spray before each meal not
always between foods depending what I’m cooking)

Hamburgers

About ½ pound of Hamburger fits
the grill nicely. Season to taste

After grilling cut patty in half and it
makes 2 fair sized burgers add
condiments

It is nice to share (Most
Engineers like it too!)

How about a Stuffed Pepper?

First Clean the Pepper and
slice it about ½ inch thick,
save the rest of the pepper
to make a side dish. (See
vegetable section)

Then place your hamburger
into the pepper ring and
season grill to your favorite
(Rare, Medium, Well) then
either eat them as is or
place them in a bun.

Or Place them on a plate and
add mixed vegetables and rice
or potatoes, makes a nice
change from cold sandwiches.

Main Meal

Beef Steak, Asparagus, Potatoes and Onions all grilled on the
mini grill so you are not restricted to the Throttle position or
length of run.

The grill takes a little longer to heat up but once it is hot it
does a nice job of cooking the various foods. Here we are
cooking a small steak seasoned on the grill.
Here I have sliced the potatoes and
gotten the steak going, I also slice
the onions to the same thickness
(about ½ inch thick) this allows the
grill to cook from both side equally.

Undo the Asparagus bundle
and trim the ends off, then
trim to length so they will fit
on the grill. Save the ends of
the second trimming.

Here the Asparagus is cut to
length for the grill

Add butter and seasoning

Here is the asparagus cooked
and served
Notice the color and texture
of the asparagus it is shiny
and a bright green.

After the steak and Asparagus was cooked I grilled the
potatoes (add a spot of butter and season the butter cooks
into the potato and lets the seasoning cook into it also)

Do the same with the onion slices (butter and season)
(I had placed the mushrooms
on the water jacket prior to
setting up the grill and taking
the pictures of the other
foods.)

With the leftover potato ends, onion and asparagus trimming
I made a mixed veggie dish.

It took a little bit of thinking to keep it in the grill (I used a
piece of the onion to block the drain opening a little).

Breakfast Meals
Bacon

What breakfast is complete
without some bacon?

Separate the bacon so the
strips will cook
Grilled Ham

Fry the bacon to your taste
(limp, crispy or even burnt)

Bacon on the plate (it takes
a while to cook because the
grill is not very big.)

Sausage Links

Simple Brown and Serve style sausage links fit the grill nicely.

Just brown and serve remember to share.
Grilled Pork Chops

Pork Steaks on the Grill

Breakfast Side Dishes
Hash Browns

This package has peppers and
onions already in the mix these
come frozen.

Fill bottom of grill with hash
browns add butter and seasoning

Close the grill and let it cook, when
browned to your taste then remove.

Makes a nice side if you want you
can add an egg or some cheese to
the hash browns for a breakfast
hash.

French Toast

In a square dish (large
enough for the bread slices)
break 2 eggs.

Mix in milk and beat the
eggs to a batter

After dipping the bread in
the batter place on the grill

You can put 2 slices of
bread on the grill at the
same time
You can then Butter and / or
use syrup on your toast and
have a meat dish to make it a
rounded out meal. (sausage
links were cooked in prior
section).

Eggs;
I have tried a couple of ways to cook eggs and the best I was
able to come up with is to make a mold for the egg in either
bread or ham (otherwise it wants to run out the grease drain)

Egg in Toast

Egg in Ham

(It may look kind of sloppy but it still tasted good).

Seafood (Shrimp & Potatoes)

Shrimp on the Grill with butter and Seasoning, Potatoes
Grilled with seasoning and butter (new Potatoes)
Grilled Fish

Grilled Tilapia (the fish is packaged with each piece in its own bag)

Grill with butter &/or lemon and season to taste (laid on a
rice serving for a nice side dish or have potatoes)

Mixed Meals

Different meals (chicken, Ham, Steak, rice and veggies)

Grilled Chicken

Chicken patties

More Grilled Onions

Mixed Veggies – Peppers and Onions

Pepper Pieces and Onions Chopped for the Grill.

Place a piece of Pepper or onion across the front of the Grill to help keep the
pieces on the grill and add butter and seasoning for a nice side dish.

(Forgot to take Pictures until it was mostly gone).

Grilled Zucchini

Zucchini sliced in ½ thick slices place on grill, & add a drop

of butter and season to taste when they are done the center
will drop into the center a little.

Grilled Mushrooms

Portabella Mushroom Caps grilled with tops up to start with,

As they cook down put some butter on the cap to keep from burning
as it cooks the moisture will drain out after cooking the top up flip
over and add butter and seasoning in the cup of the cap.

Eat as is or put in a bun and use as a veggie burger.

Button mushrooms on the grill

Wash the mushrooms then trim the stems and save for later, Place button mushrooms
stem down until the tops start to brown then flip and add a drop of butter and season.

After the butter melts serve and share.

Now cook up the stems with butter and season.

Sliced mushrooms

Sliced mushrooms grilled with butter and seasoning (makes a
nice side dish for steaks or fish or even chicken or pork.)
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Butter second slice and place face
up – close grill

Butter one slice place butter side
down and add cheese

When Cheese is melted it is
done. Makes a nice addition
to soups or salads.

BBQ Pork Mini Ribs
Frozen (Tyson Pork Mini
Ribs) I got these at Walmart. They were on sale
there are about 9-10 pieces in
the bag.

These are pre-seasoned with
Barbeque sauce so extra
seasoning is not required. I
cooked ½ of the bag on the
water jack in a previous
section.

These turned out very nice with just heating them up without
over cooking. They do dry out a little but not bad.
I hope this book will help some with being able to eat
better and promote a healthier lifestyle, by allowing
people to have regular diet.

